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Modern workplaces sustain and thrive on effective collaboration driving 
enhanced productivity across the organizational ecosystem. 
Lenovo’s collaboration solutions make working together with colleagues, 
customers, and partners across locations and time zones easy and fast. 
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71% of senior managers across different industries described meetings as unproductive and inefficient*. 
Lenovo’s portfolio of Smart Meeting Solutions makes meetings successful by providing instantaneous 
starts and better participation, thereby making meetings more effective. 

*Source: https://hbr.org/2017/07/stop-the-meeting-madness

• Experience superior audio clarity with
Dolby® Audio™ Premium tuned
speakers on ThinkSmart Hub 500

• Start the meeting with a simple tap of a
finger on the ThinkSmart Hub 500

• Sign-in easily with a PIN code, which is
unique for every meeting, on the
ThinkCentre Tiny with Intel® Unite®

*subscription needs to be purchased separately.

ThinkSmart Hub 500

ThinkSmart Hub 500

ThinkCentre Tiny with Intel® Unite®

ThinkCentre M920 Tiny with Intel® Unite®

MAKE EVERY MEETING COUNT

COMPREHENSIVE MEETING 
SOLUTIONS SMART MEETING SOLUTIONS

Easy to deploy and use, this 
all-in-one, purpose-built Skype 
Room Systems device is the key 
to more efficient meetings. 

• Pre-connected audio and video
eliminate start-of-the-meeting
delays

• Rotatable 360o display
for participants to take
control immediately

• Windows 10 Pro IoT Enterprise
provides intelligent
enterprise-grade protection

• Intel® vPro™ Processor
helps users maintain
remote devices by
performing out-of-band
updates and remediation of
software-related malfunctions

Users can experience intuitive 
collaboration and get meetings 
underway instantly with the 
easy-to-use features on the 
ThinkCentre M920 with Intel® Unite®. 

• Facilitates quick wireless connections
to the big screen from devices

• Productivity is enhanced as up to
four presenters can share screens
at once

• Enables side-by-side comparison
of data from separate reports
or documents

• Participants can annotate
on the screen in real time
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Today’s workspaces are no longer confined to the four walls of an office. Employees work from across 
the globe and on-the-go frequently. With Lenovo’s solutions, employees can effortlessly collaborate, 
share files, and access data from anywhere, anytime, and on any device.

AUGMENT PRODUCTIVITY WITH LENOVO’S CUTTING-EDGE WORKSPACES

COLLABORATIVE WORKSPACES

• Intel® Unite® lets users easily customize
their solution with options such as
protected guest access along with
integrated controls for other
collaboration technologies

• The extended mode on Intel® Unite® allows
users to share their screen and multitask
at the same time

• Intel® Unite® enables switching presenters
with just a click to collaborate effectively,
without having to pass cables

• It is OS agnostic; it works the same
on Windows 7, Android, iOS, Mac OS,
or Windows 10 Pro

• Lenovo Unified Workspace is available
on-premises with the existing
infrastructure or as a hosted solution
managed by Lenovo

• Office 365 is a Cloud-based subscription
service that facilitates secure collaboration
from anywhere, on any device

• Secure access with a single login for
all services and devices

• Users can connect better with
customers and colleagues with a range
of communication tools, from email
and IM to social networking and video
conferencing

• Users can experience smart
and secure conferencing
on ThinkCentre M920 Tiny

• Users can share files with
attendees quickly, without
having to email and wait for
them to download the files

• Simple sign-in enables quick
start and access to meetings

• Enables multi-party HD
video and content sharing

• Get a complete view of
customer emails, meetings
and calls in one place with
Outlook Customer Manager

• Easily schedule appointments
directly on the web in a
convenient and flexible way
through Microsoft Bookings

• Securely delivers the right
apps and content to the right
users anytime, anywhere,
and on any device for
optimum productivity

• Single sign-on access from
anywhere for maximum employee
engagement

• Integrated Cloud storage
and file services across
personal or business devices

EFFECTIVE COLLABORATION 
SOLUTIONS

THINKSMART HUB 500

THINKCENTRE M920 TINY 
WITH INTEL® UNITE®

E�cient

Secure Agile

Shareable

Accessible
****

Intel® Unite®

Lenovo Unified Workspace

Microsoft Office 365
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As employees collaborate and connect from different locations, businesses must ensure  
that they have the right tools in place for seamless collaboration and unhindered productivity. 
With Lenovo solutions, users can experience secure, effective, and effortless conferencing.

GET THINGS DONE WITH AN IMMERSIVE CONFERENCE EXPERIENCE

TOOLS THAT COMPLEMENT 
SMOOTH CONFERENCING CONFERENCING WITH MODERN PCs

LOW LIGHT CAMERA FOR CONFERENCING ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

ThinkPads and V Series laptops feature a 720p webcam that can deliver videos with high 
contrast, low color noise, and fine sharpness. It also enables effective video conferencing, 
even in a low-light environment.ThinkShutter 

Camera Cover

Dual Array 
Microphone

Rotating 
Webcam

Low Light 
Camera

DUAL ARRAY MICROPHONE FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

ROTATING WEBCAM FOR EFFICIENT MEETING EXPERIENCES

THINKSHUTTER CAMERA COVER FOR EFFORTLESS PRIVACY

Whether making VoIP calls on the road or in a cafeteria, the dual array microphone reduces 
ambient noise, enabling clear and powerful audio.

Many Lenovo devices come with a rotatable webcam that enables users to adjust their camera 
easily both horizontally (clockwise 0° to 180° rotation) and vertically (-25° to 25° rotation).

The ThinkShutter sliding camera cover for the front-facing camera ensures stress-free privacy. 
With this feature, users can say goodbye to sticky notes and tapes.
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